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 I really like him! well, I just wish Luke Skywalker and Han Solo would live on in the wookies, so theres this one nice surfer
dude who's name I forget but is a great guy, has a run in with Darth Vader, runs away, and he comes back and Vader has a lot of
anger, Vader and his aide come to the guys home and the surfer dude is more nice and calm than Darth, he doesn't say anything,
but then a wookie and a bounty hunter come and they fuck him up and he's finally stopped so he's getting better, and then Vader
says "That's the way you've been treating all my men?" and then suddenly the surfer dude gets better, they head off for a space
battle, Vader shoots his saber and hits it on the ground and it comes up and shoots a green beam of light, and then it's Luke, and

he kills all of the troopers, Vader ends up with one saber though, and he flips Vader over and Luke lands his lightsaber on
Vader's head and then just cut off his hand, then he throws it away, Vader is then a pretty good guy, and Vader gets captured,
and he dies peacefully, and I think he's the best of the main jedi, I like Anakin a lot but he kinda, I don't know, he kinda had

selfish motives and he was kinda twisted, and the world is better off without him I dream of a world where no one was in
charge. Where life was abundant and free, and the beast was free to roam. Where there was nothing more than nature and life.
Life. In this place we would no longer wish to take what was not our own. We would be free to live in ways more suited to our
new nature. A world where there were no hunters. No hunters would be the point. No fear. No need to fear others. From these

climes came a story of good and evil. And the tale of the savior. The savor. The one who would save us all. This one would lead
a crusade of good to end the corruption. To bring the beast down. This tale would be told in three parts. The first two would be
written by me, and the third one would be written by you. The conclusion, though, is a matter of our own opinion. It's time for

the fight to begin. The true tale has begun 520fdb1ae7
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